Empowered, resilient, screen-smart kids.
DEFEND YOUNG MINDS MISSION STATEMENT

Helping kids reject pornography and sexual exploitation.

We educate, encourage and equip parents, professionals and community leaders to defend young minds from the harms of pornography. We are devoted to developing excellent tools, including books, curriculum, articles, guides, courses and communities, to help raise empowered, resilient, screen-smart kids.
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CONTACT INFO

Defend Young Minds®
Contact Defend Young Minds at hello@defendyoungminds.com if you would like to:

- Book an interview with Kristen A. Jenson, author and founder
- Inquire about a licensing agreement to publish the book in another language or country.
- Contact us about our Brain Defense®: Digital Safety curriculum at braindefense@defendyoungminds.com

Glen Cove Press
Contact Glen Cove Press LLC at info@glencovepress.org if you are interested in

- Get more information about Good Pictures Bad Pictures
- Bulk pricing of Good Pictures Bad Pictures: Porn-Proofing Today's Young Kids in English or Spanish
- Bulk pricing of Good Pictures Bad Pictures Jr.: A Simple Plan to Protect Young Minds

Defend Young Minds/Glen Cove Press LLC
1030 North Center Pkwy, Suite N189
Kennewick, WA 99336, USA
509-318-5935
#1 Best-selling books
**Good Pictures Bad Pictures: Porn-Proofing Today’s Young Kids**

*Good Pictures Bad Pictures: Porn-Proofing Today’s Young Kids (2nd Edition)* is a comfortable, read-aloud story about a mom and dad who teach their child what pornography is, why it’s dangerous, and how to reject it. Using easy-to-understand science and simple analogies, this ground-breaking book teaches children ages 7 to 12 how to porn-proof their own brains.

Available on [Amazon](https://www.amazon.com).  

---

**Good Pictures Bad Pictures Jr.: A Simple Plan to Protect Young Minds**

*Good Pictures Bad Pictures Jr.: A Simple Plan to Protect Young Minds (2017)* makes it easy for parents to protect their young kids ages 3 to 6. Using gentle, age-appropriate messages, children will learn to Turn, Run & Tell when they are accidentally exposed to inappropriate content.

The Jr. version is a comfortable, effective way for proactive parents to empower their young kids with their first internal filter!

Available on [Amazon](https://www.amazon.com).  

---

**Good Pictures Bad Pictures Guidebook for Counseling Kids**

*Good Pictures Bad Pictures Guidebook for Counseling Kids* includes interventions that will empower a child’s defenses against pornography and sexual exploitation. It’s a must-have bibliography resource for any professional who works with children in mental health, educational or therapeutic settings. Includes: Therapeutic and Educational Interventions with Didactic, Artistic, and Kinesthetic Applications.

Available on [Amazon](https://www.amazon.com).
Love it! We have to give our kids tools to recognize danger in the digital world and empower them with tools to stay safe.

This book does an amazing job at equipping and empowering kids without instilling fear.

—Tiffany, Mother of Two
Amazon Review of Good Pictures Bad Pictures, Jr.

I was thrilled to find Good Pictures Bad Pictures.

As a parent, it makes opening that sensitive conversation as easy and loving as reading a book together. I love everything about it! It’s honest and open and calm and reassuring. What a beautiful way to empower and protect your child!

—Deanna Lambson
Teacher and Founder of WhiteRibbonWeek.org
Available in a growing list of languages

Good Pictures Bad Pictures: Porn-Proofing Today’s Young Kids is available in a growing number of languages, including:

- English
- Spanish
- German
- Chinese
- Arabic
- Greek
- Italian
- Russian
- Ukrainian
- Czech

English and Spanish versions are available in bulk. For more information about existing or future translations, please contact Glen Cove Press at hello@defendyoungminds.com.

Glen Cove Press LLC
1030 North Center Parkway, Suite N189
Kennewick WA 99336, USA
www.glencovepress.com
info@glencovepress.com
509-318-5934
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Kristen A. Jenson, MA

Kristen A. Jenson is the founder of Defend Young Minds and #1 best-selling author of the Good Pictures Bad Pictures series of read-aloud books which have translations in a dozen languages. She is also the executive producer of the Brain Defense: Digital Safety curriculum and the owner and CEO of Glen Cove Press, LLC.

Kristen is a positive voice for raising empowered, resilient, screen-smart kids who know how to reject pornography. She instills hope and confidence and leaves her audiences with pragmatic advice they can act on immediately to defend young minds.

Kristen has testified before the Washington State Senate Law and Justice Committee on the public health crisis of pornography and has raised her strong voice at international conferences and symposiums such as the United Nations Civil Societies Conference and the National Coalition to End Sexual Exploitation Global Summit. She is a trusted guest on a variety of media platforms as she speaks up for protecting children from pornography and all forms of sexual exploitation.

Kristen received her bachelor’s degree in English Literature and her master’s degree in Organizational Communication. She is a mother of three and grandmother of two, and currently lives with her husband and awfully cute dog in Washington State.
Engaging online content

Keep current with the info you need to defend your kids

SCREEN TIME
Is Anime Safe for Kids? Top Tips to Find

SCREEN TIME
Sending Nudes: Starting the

SOCIAL MEDIA
Instagram for KIDS?! 3 Red Flags Every
ONLINE RESOURCES

Blog articles and downloadable guides

Kristen and the Defend Young Minds® team are constantly creating easy to access content designed to help parents keep the conversation going. Kids need refusals skills from an early age and our guides inform and empower parents to effectively deal with a variety of new and challenging situations.
Social Media Engagement

Connecting Parents & Professionals to Raise Screen-Smart Kids

Defend Young Minds® has built a global, online community of parents, educators, therapists and others who are passionate about defending today's kids from digital harms. We focus on relevant conversations surrounding parenting, internet safety, new tech, and associated news/legislation. We've created a specific Facebook group where parents can discuss personal experiences and support each other with encouragement and solutions.

Social Media Followers

- Instagram: 64,000 followers
- Pinterest: 65,000 impressions/month
- Facebook: 20,000+ followers
- Twitter: 10,500 impressions/month
Curriculum
Brain Defense® teaches kids refusal skills for online dangers, healthy tech habits and principles of good digital citizenship.

An entertaining, video-based curriculum for students ages 7 - 11 which is easy to use for both teachers and parents. Designed to keep kids safe from cyber-bullying, pornography and internet addiction, Brain Defense arms kids with safe technology habits to protect their growing minds.

And students love learning from their older peers in the Brain Gang!

Visit braindefense.org
Endorsements & Media

“Good Pictures Bad Pictures: Porn-Proofing Today’s Young Kids is spot on! Not only does it make starting a conversation about pornography easy, it also teaches kids why avoiding porn is so critical to their mental health. Most importantly, it empowers kids with a specific plan to use when they are exposed to it. I highly recommend it.”

—Sean Covey,
President, FranklinCovey Education and International bestselling author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens
“A remarkable and timely tool to teach the neuroscience of avoiding pornography addiction in a way kids can easily understand.”

—Donald L. Hilton, Jr. MD, Neurosurgeon and associate professor at the University of Texas Medical School, San Antonio, fellow of the American Association of Neurological Surgeons

“The Brain Defense: Digital Safety curriculum is one of the most important child protection measures that we take at the school. It was easy and comfortable to teach...The students and parents loved how engaging it was.”

—Grant Beckwith, Principal, American Heritage School

“Finally... a strong resource! Good Pictures Bad Pictures is a great tool for anyone who works closely with children!”

—Dawn Hawkins, CEO National Center on Sexual Exploitation

“Reading and implementing Good Pictures Bad Pictures with your kids isn’t an option: it’s a necessity.”

—Clay Olsen, Fight the New Drug

“I whole-heartedly recommend Good Pictures Bad Pictures to parents, grandparents, teachers and pediatricians alike. In a tech-savvy age, with even preschoolers at risk of exposure to our pornified culture, the greatest gift we can give our children is an internal filter.”

—Michelle A. Cretella, MD, FCP, President, American College of Pediatricians

“For the sake of the children, I wholeheartedly recommend Good Pictures Bad Pictures Jr. As a grandfather, father and pastor, I can think of no better gift for a child than the ability to reject pornography. Our kids’ future marriages depend on it. Every young child deserves to have this beautiful book read to them over and over again.”

—Josh McDowell, Josh McDowell Ministries
Defend Young Minds® in the Media

Conferences and Keynotes:
- Coalition to End Sexual Exploitation Global Summit 2014-2021
- United Nations Civil Society
- Utah Coalition Against Pornography
- American Association of Christian Counselors International Conference
- Lonestar Coalition Against Pornography
- I Am Mom Summit
- The Mom Conference

Interviews:
- The Wall Street Journal
- Studio S KSL
- BARK
- "The Counterfeit Culture" with Joshua Broome
- Family Life Today radio show
- National Center on Sexual Exploitation
- Birds & Bees
- LifeSite News “The Van Maren Show”
- Consider Before Consuming
- "Simply On Purpose" with Ralphie Jacobs
- Christian Parenting “Pardon the Mess” podcast
- “Don’t Mom Alone” podcast
- The Archbishop Show with Archbishop Joseph Naumann

Book Reviews:
- John Carr
- Moral Revolution
- Gabb Wireless
- Power of Moms
- Family Focus Blog
- 71 Toes
- Monica Swanson
- Thousands of 5 Star Amazon Ratings
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